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Beneath Your Tree
Bowerbirds

I love the bowerbirds!!! this is one of their best songs. i got the chords off a
video 
them. im still not sure of the placement of some of these chords, so please go
ahead and 
it, i urge you :)
(chords relative to capo)

A2: 002200
Bbm: x13321
G7: 320001
C: x32010
Em: 022000

Capo 2

 A2                      Bbm
i could bleed, bleed, bleed for days
       G7                A2
but my heart would still beat for you dear
Bbm          G7           A2
yet we carry on like a stone
Bbm            G7             Em      Bbm
like we ve no idea where we re coming from

        C         A2             Bbm
And the rain will subside by the morning

 A2                 Bbm
i can drag my legs  cross the desert
       G7               A2
but my lips will still thirst for you dear
Bbm             G7            A2
yet i feel your pains like a furnace
Bbm                Em            A2
though it burns, i go on, i keep crawling

                       G7
and the moon will rise in the evening
A2                       G7
and we ll fall to sleep  neath your tree
A2                     Bbm
and the wind will howl through your leaves
G7           A2
and serenade me

(in this part, along with strumming, i think he does some easy finger picking



with the 
E strings)

A2
you don t own me
G7
but i ll take your lead
A2
down the gnarly thicket
G7
in the trees
A2
and we re soon lost
G7
and we re terrified
A2              G7                  A2
but i ll always find my way to your eyes

                       G7
and the moon will rise in the evening
A2                       G7
and we ll fall to sleep  neath your tree
A2                     Bbm
and the wind will howl through your leaves
G7           A2
and serenade me

END

remember feel free to correct me!!
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